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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON VALVE FLUTTER 
Leopold BOSWIRTH 
Hohere Technische Bundes- Lehr- und Versuchsanstalt Modling 
A-2340 Modling/AUSTRIA 
ABSTRACT 
A model for valve flutter is presented. Using classical theory
 oi stabi-
lity the onset of flutter could be predicted. Stability diagram
s are 
presented, which enable the valve designer to take in at glanc
e the 
flutter situation of a certain valve by a simple procedure. Fl
utter ex-
periments with an enlarged model and with compressor valves ar
e discus-
sed, which confirm the flutter model. A similarity theory for 
non stea-
dy compressor behaviour is outlined. 
Part I: THEORY OF VALVE FLUTTER 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The minimal demands on a system able to flutter are a chamber(
volume V) 
with a spring loaded valve mounted on it,Fig.1a. A valve v al
lows to 
control the flow rate V passing the system. The spring loaded valve ex
-
pe~iences a certain lift X depending on flow rate. Increasing 
flow 
rates cause increasing(stable) equilibrium positions X of the 
valve 
plate. Above a certain limit the equilibrium position becomes 
unstable 
and the plate starts an increasing oscillatory movement, until
 it is 
stopped by external influences, Fig.1b. Hance the flutter phen
omenon 
may be defined and described as a problem of equilibrium stab
ility which 
can be treated with classical theory of stabili1y. 
In compressors, val~es are not subject to a constant flow rate
 but to a 
varying flow according to piston movement. In this case the m
otion of 
the valve plate may become unstable too. Problems of stability
 of motion 
are much more complicated than problems of stabilitr of equili
brium and 
call e.g. for Ljapunow's theory of stability. Fortunately the 
motion of 
the plate in absence of flutter has a more or less quasisteady
 character 
so that classical theory of stability gives a good approaeh fo
r flutter 
phenomena in eompressors. 
Often val~e flutter is seen in conjunction with pressure oscil
lations 
in the piping. It should be noted however that these are two q
uite dif-
ferent phenomena though there may be interference between them
. This 
paper is focussed on valve flutter and ignores completely pres
sure pul-
sations in the piping. Constant inflow and outflow to the syst
em is as-
sumed throughout this paper. 
Fig.2a gives a sketch of the flutter model. Let us suppose tha
t the 
valve plate -subject to flow- is in an equilibrium posit!on X
(pressure 
difference ~P 12 ) and experiences a sma
ll initial disturbance x. As a 
consequence tne flow across the valve increases, thus producin
g a de-
crease of mass con~ent in volume v1 and_an increaae in v2 • This 
in t~rn 
causes an isentroplc.pressure 1ncrea~~ 1n v2 and ".decrease 1n v1 .Th1s 
c:h,nge _i_n pressure dtfference .<~.P, ... 1 lS not pro!iJnrtlonate to x 
but 1S an 
inteyral effect. At the same time the plate motion a:ts like_a
 piston 
between the two volumes and this also results 1n an 1sentrop1c
 change 
in pressure difference .lip 2 ( t.he 
socalled. gas spring .effe.ct, [6]), this 







Fig.1 Valve flutter arrangement. a basic set up; s spring loaded valve(reed valve); v supply control valve. b onset of flutter. 
changes in pressure difference cause -via non steady flow equation- a time delayed change in exit velocity w2 . This in turn changes the force on valve plate F 
1 
and -via valve plate motion equation- gives a feed-back to the init~al disturbance x. According to the basic relations a certain phase shift 'f results between x and F 
1 . For 0°< lf <180° the initial disturbance is amplified(~flutter); fo~ 180"<'(<360° damped out (~stable equilibrium position). 
The traditional compressor process simulation model has a signal flow diagram(with resp. to flutter) as sketched in Fig.Zc: the gas spring effect is ignored and quasisteady flow equations are used instead of non steady flow equations.Experiments back a flutter model according to Fig.Zb. 
From a point of view of energy flow, valve flutter occurs if sytem para-meters allow, that energy flows from gas flow to the valve plate. There 
I 
i@ . 
m'l.u - mQb -
P..V., 
© 
; Fig.Z Flutter model. a basic arrangement and notation; b signal ~luw diagram for proposed flutter model; c signal flow diagram according to the traditional computer simulation of compressor process. 
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is a profound analogy to aircraft wing flutter: above a certain airspeed 
energy flows from air flow to wing bending and torsional vibrations. 
This is expressed clearly by the parallelism in the basic equations for 
valve flutter and wing flutter. 
2.BASIC EQUATIONS FOR VALVE FLUTTER 
~on steady flow equations, equa~ions fo~ the gas spring effect and for 
the plate force have been derived elsewhere in these Proceedings[6J. 
These correspond to relations 1b,2,3 in Fig.2b.Missing are relations 1a 
and 4. Relation 1a concerns the change in prgssure difference 4p 12 due 
to transfer of a small mess m from V to V by a disturbance of the 
equilibrium position(x). For mathematical treatment we denote parameters 
at equilibrium position by capital letters and small oscillations about 
equilibrium position by small letters. according to 
Refering to [6] ,Fig.4 
dP 
we get 
dm 1 1 
kP m12. -~ (v:; + v/. 
equilibrium position 
small oscillations 
dm crt mzu - JLC 0 (W 2+w 2 ).(X+x) : fLC 0 XW 2 - fLC 0xw 2 - lLC 0 (w 2x+Xwz+xw 2 ) 
Neglecting quantities small of second order(i.e. xw 2 ) results in 
• 1 1 
...!l.p12 = -kPm12LCD(Wzx+Xwzhv:;+ v2 
The dynamic equation for the motion of the plate reads(see Fig.2a) 
mx + d.x +ex = fpl 
Here we have used a damping force d.x which is proportionate to plate 
velocity x. Now we have collected the five relations according to the 
signal flow diagram of Fig.Zb. Relations 1a and 1b simply could be 
added. So we may summarize the equations to 




.a.p 1 2 ~ + J(xw 2.w 2xl • ~ x ( 2) -9 = 1 + B 2LC 0 
fpl = ~APW 2 w 2 
(3) 
mx + d.x + ex = fpl (4) 
To get equ ( 2) and ( 3) from equ ( 8) and ( 9) in [6J one has to subtract 
steady state values which hold for equilibrium position and neglect 
quantities small of second order. The~~ppression of quantities small of 
second order corresponds to a linearization of the equations which is 
the first step in a classical stability investigation. 
To get a better survey and to prepare similarity considerations we 
change to non dimensional variables according to 
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x/X ~l"fp/Fpl 
wz= wzlwz ( 5) 
.6p12" .:l.p12/~P12 
To simplify further we use, beginning from now, the following abbreviati-ons 
( 6) 
1 1 v---+--- v, vl. volume function 
(.) d() ill " dt = Wo dt derivative with rasp. tot 
Introducing equ(S) and (6) into (1),(2),(3),(4) we get -after some mathematical procedure- the following non dimensional and linearized basic equations for the flutter problem with 6 nondimensional constants: 
4P1z -c 1 cw-2 ... xl - c2-ir 
Zwz ... cs*z+C6~ 
r;,l " Zwz 
c
3







kPm 12 Lc 0xw 2v 
(.)o·..:.P 12 

















' mass transfer parameter 




gas ine~tia parameter 
LCoWzC 1+B) non steady flow parameter 
)-( 11) 
c designates the spring constant. If the characteristic of the spring is nonlinear,i.e. c=c(X), the local spring constant at the lift position X,whose stability is investigated
1 is applicable,Fig.3. The spring charac-teristic parameter c3 may be interpreted essily according to Fig.3.For ale springs with linear characteris:ic hnving no prestress for X=D we have 
for linear spring without prestress ( 12) 
This is true for nearly all reed valves. The 6 non dimensional constants c1 ..• c6 are formed fr~l6 constants having different dimensions(k,Pm
12
, L,C0 ,x,w 2 ,v,~ •• ~P 12 ,AP,r,c,d,J,B,cp)' but flutter is controlled by 







force flow force 
X,.a• X 
Fig.3 Relations concerning spring characteristic parameter 
Equ(7),(8) and (9),10) may be combined to 2 equations as follows 
c
2 
.:.... c1 _ 
~ x - Gsx w-2 
2 ;;;-z 
_s__ ~::. 
+-c;- ... c5 wz = C X 5 
( 1 3) 
c 4 .!. x ..L-X + c; X + c3 wz 
( 14) 
If we put w 2 ::0(~ no flow changes) the left side of equ(14) describes the damped oscillations of the valve plate. The natural frequency becomes 
W:= 1 (with ;esp. tot) 
oo.=t/c!m (with resp. to t) natural frequency 
If we put x::O(~ valve plate fixed) the left side of equ(13) describes 
the flow and pressure oscillations of an acoustical system consisting 
of V ,V and the acoustical mass in the port area. This system is of 
the ~el~holtz-resonator type. The acoustical natural frequency becomes 
Wg,o ::~ 4..lg,o =w.-y-c;;c;- nat.frequ. 
The ratio of the both natural frequencies becomes 
f =f·-{c 1;c 5 g,o o 
( 1 5) 
This quantity is of great importance for valve flutter if gas inertia 
is appreciable. Equ(15) gives the basis for the experimental determina-
tion of the inertia parameter J according to equ(13) in~]. 
The right sides of equ(13),(14) are the coupling terms of the two 
vibration systems. Equ(13),(14) are very similiar to the equations of 
aircraft wing flutter(coupled bending and torsional vibrations with 
energy input from air flowl,[7]. 





) flutter will occur or not. Following the 
standard procedure prescribed by classical theory of stability(see e.g. 
[a]) one has to start with the basic (linearized) equations (7) •..• (10) 
and has to put the solutions: 
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x Ae""t with C(; a+ib i;V-f 
iiiz= Be"'t 8: 81+i82 
0; 01+i0 2 .<:l.p 12 = De""t 
A,81 ,82,q1 ,02 real numbers }'"' 
hence Aeac.>ot [cos ( b w._t) + i. sin ( b "'•t l] etc. 
Introducing (16) into (7) •.. (10) results in the socalled characteristic equation of the problem. This equation and their solutions are the key fo' estimating stability. The characteristic equation for our problem is of the fourth o~der and reads 
with a - :Lc 0- 2.. s 
a1=1+ f c4c!>/c 3 
a2: t C1+C4/C3+fCs+C6/C3 
0 




There are 4 solutions of this characteristic equation which migth be real or complex. Usually there is at least one pair of conjugat~ complex solutions~ •• ~ (corresponding to the oscillatory solution of the spTing mass system) 
O(f, .. ; a:~:ib or ot •. ~= a:1:ib 
o< •• ~ ; a:~:i'b o/3 = a 
ol.., ; r 
A computer has to be used to solve equ(17). For stability(~no flutter) it is necessary that all 4 solutions have negativ real parts(a<D,a<O, I<O).The value "b" is responsible for the frequency, which in nearly all cases exceeds the natural frequency of the valve plate(b>1) 
( 19) 
Amoung the 4 solutions e<.,DI,,o<,,o<.the one with the biggest value a is of interest for us, for simplicity denoted byD( • The others correspond to motions which decline more rapid to zero. They are of interst only if certain initial conditions have to be fulfilled. If there are two pairs of conjugate complex solutions, usually b is near to 1 and b near to f /f . So the first pair o<,,,_ may be attributed to the spring-mass s~s~em~ and the second pair ~, to the aco~stic system. Often for the latter the solutions become rea'l numbers(a,i) and hence an aperiodic solution for x results. Usually the spring-mass system is dominating, but under special conditions the acoustical system may become dominating (high pressure compressors). 
It is not possible to discuss here the many aspects of the solutions of equ( 17). The reader is refered to [1] .Some results of general interest which in many cases allow a quick survey of the flutter situation are presented in the next section. 
The procedure for solving a flutter problem may be sun~d up as follows: 
•Find the 6 constants c1 .•. c6 from the parameters of the problem equ(1~) 
•Find the 5 coefficients a
0 
••• a4 of the characteristic equation equ(18) 
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•solve the characteristic equation(17), which is of fourth order,with 
a computer. If gas inertia is negligible(C5:Q), this equatio
n is of third order 
and may be solved even with a pocket calculator. Usually C ,C are of 
P~lmsr~' lf'l;:>o::tance only(C 3:1,
 c
4
=o). 1 2 
•Estimate t~e 4 solutions: if all real parts are negative(a<O,i<O ... ) 
the sytem lS stable and flutter will not occur. If one or more real 
parts are positive, the system is unstable(flutter). 
•The grade of stability (or flutter) may be estimated by the ratio-of 
the amplitudes of 2 successive oscillations, Fig.4: 
X 
·( 20) 
Fig.4 Definition of a quantity to measure the grad of stability or 
flutter 
3.5TABILITY DIAGRAMS 
Based on computer solutions of equ(17) for various parameters according
 
to equ(11) stability diagrams may be constructed. Stability diagrams 
presented are restricted to c3:1(i.e. for valve
s with linear spring and 
without prestress, e.g. reed valves) and to c5:D(gas inertia negtbted)
. 
Instead of using c1 in diagrams we bette
r use 
LCD ~ 
Co:c,;c2 ""(;)'"Arwz ..... wz "V 12; • p 
velocity parameter ( 21) 
The effect of non steady work exchange is included in the diagrams. 
Fig.S shows a C ,c 2-stability diagram for 3 differen
t parameters r(1+8) 
(r>1 being the 8orrection coefficient for the gas spring effect, see 
Fig.S in[6J, in most cases s .... o). 
For a certain valve,working between volumes v1 ,v 2 under a given pressure 
P 12 , c2 is a fixed number. For increa
sing ~P 12 c1.e.W2 ) C rises para-
ITer to the C0 -axis until the stabilit
y limit lS reac~ed. ~ further ~ise 
causes flutter. 
Fig.6 shows a C ,c2-stability diagram which 
allows also for various 
damping parametgrs c4 • Damping forces set stab
ilizing. For C4>0,75 
flutter is excluded under all conditions. 
Fig.7 gives a C ,C -stability diagram for C4:o with parameters A :A 1 
according to eq8(2~) indicating the "~rade" of stability or flutler. 
For a valve subject to steady flow, the stability limit is of great im-
portance and states if flutter will occur or not. For a valve working. 
in a compressor it makes not so much difference if we have A2 :A 1:0,97 ·o
r 
1,03 because we are interested in the behaviour of the valve in a time 
of about 5 oscillatir.g periods following the initial disturbance caused
 





This means that after 2 oscillations the initial amplitude reduces to 





C - /.c -- 1SL_w c=L,;'"2- Ctj,Arr t 
C ~ k Pm,. L Cn_xw~ v = ~.oc·cj, 
;2. w.·~:~.P,, c 
1 
insfabil 









(:V ~ ()3 0,5 1 2 3 -i: c2--
fig.5 C0 ,C 2-Stability diagram for J parameters r{l+O) 
c 3:1; c4:0; c 5:c6 ,=0 i.e.damping and gas inertia neglected 
l~l 1 , 1 a~ · ••· .... · i ~ • , .. I 
Q1 0.2. o,S- Cz_j_ 2. 
flg.6 C
0
,C 2-Stability diagram for r(1+0)=1.5; 
C3:1; C5:C 6 ,=0(gas inertia neglected) and 








fig.7 C0 ,C 2-Stability diag~orn for r(1+~)=1
.25;C 3 :1 
C 4 :0; C 5 =C 6 , = 0 (damping and gas inertia neglected) w
ith 
parameterlines for amplitude- and frequency ratio 
10 13___ " , 
f 
---~f==t;~~~j-~·[:jl! ····: ~-ts~;b.· ·I 
.. 1 .. 1,a r~r·'ll :j 1 : , _ ··--:- :d- L.t,: I I s --t- ··r· . - .. 1 r··J-j- -·--: . :; , . . 1-
~~:~r ~~:::-- ·:- -~~~~---;.-~~-~~~-~~~~··kkhH 
~ j ::,!: ! ---- ·- · · -- ·1- ~· '.J~~~LUll fo · ·.::·1 ·· .·-r liJI" .. :·· ---·· 
---1- -··· - . ··- - ~ -· · .. : ..... 
· . · · . i ~. I I 
1 ;·;~ :~:: ::::.:.- ~ ·' v- 0 .'. : ~~-~~ :--'.~::.1-'-: =!] 
o,5 l""t~li~<~ ;:;: : -• ~:,l:l!~~~t~~i 
01 ·ni· ··:;·--~- .. ·i·./ ....... ;:j 
' 01 0 1 2 '5' 10 
I Cl-
fig.B fg, 0 /f 0 -C 2-Slabilitr diagram for sys
tems with 






(damping and non steady ~ork exchange neglected). 
Fig.7 indicates that for C >2 in all cases stability is achieved. Such cases often occur in compr~ssor valves when working near top dead center or with high pressures. For a valve working in a compressor, the succes-sive points of state may be plotted in Fig.? thus estimating the flutter situation. The diagram in Fig.? neglects gas inertia. If gas inertia is appreciable similiar diagrams may be constructed but such a diagram is valid for a specific valve only. 
Fig.S gives ~stability diagram for systems with appreciable gas inertia effect. To enable a general diagram of this type the non steady work exchange effect has to be neglected. Instead of C the ratio of the natural frequencies f /f is used as a variable~ g,o o 
4.EXAMPLE 




c:230N/m p m12" 10 bar 
f :125H:z ~ = 11 . 6 kg/m' 0 
= 2. 53. 1 0-t m • Is cD=0,6 v 
c :1 p d :0.00184 Ns/m 
t3 :0 J :4.96 equ(4) in[§] 
This results in an equilibriu~ 
position: 
X:0.71mm ~P 12 =2300 Pa 
w2:19.9m/s 
fig.9 Data for the example 






C2;1.660(r:1.357 with D:12, Fig.S in [6]) c3:1 
C5:D.259 c6 :0.414 
a 1:1 a2:4.476 a 3:2.685 a4:11.78 
Solutions of characteristic equation:0(,,~=0-02D~i 1.658 a>D -Flutter 
Ratio of 2 successive amplitudes: 
o<!,~ =-3. 8BS±i4. 177 
Az:A
1
: ezar/b= e2.0.020.T /1.685= 1 .0S 
Frequency of flutter: 
f = b.f
0 
= 1.658,125 = 211H:z 
For a first estimation we may also use Fig.7. Differing to our example are: r(1+B)=1.25(our example: 1,357); C5:0(our example c5=0.259); C6 =C 6 ,:D.155(our example C6 =0.414). To use the diagram we have to form C~:C 1 /c 2 :4.73; for c2:1.660 one gets from the diagram Fig.7: 
b = 1. 58 
Thls gives a good approach to the calculated results, which means that the influence of gas inertia in this special example is still small. 
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